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Editor:

The recent proposals by Harbor Bay Isle Association (HBIA) to
radically alter the Harbor Bay Isle Master Plan is bad to the bone.
The impact on Harbor Bay residents is severe. However, residents
throughout the city of Alameda ought to be concerned as well.

Anyone who doesn’t care about the club, the houses or the hotel
might want to know another critical reason we do not want Ron
Cowan to develop any further properties in Alameda.

Cowan and his company, Doric Properties, Inc., did not complete
Bay Colony, the last section of Harbor Bay Isle that he contracted
to build. Another developer bought the property and completed Bay
Colony as Freeport, changing the original plan and adding eight or
more houses.

In addition, Bay Colony homeowners had a series of major
construction problems that included failed doors, roofs and siding
during the first seven years as a result of Doric’s money-saving
shortcuts and shoddy construction. Homeowners were saddled
with a whopping special assessment and will continue to pay the
"damages" in perpetuity through increased homeowner association
dues.

Doric avoided any responsibility and litigation by filing bankruptcy.
Ron Cowan then "rose from the dead" as HBIA!

Is this a developer we want to build anything in Alameda

Margaret McCarthy
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